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Late Edition

New York: Today, sunny, a few afternoon clouds. High 77. Tonight, slightly
more humid. Low 65. Tomorrow, sun
then clouds. High 81. Yesterday, high
81, low 63. Weather map, Page C19.
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U.S. ATTACKED

HIJACKED JETS DESTROY TWIN TOWERS
AND HIT PENTAGON IN DAY OF TERROR
President Vows to Exact
Punishment for ‘Evil’

A CREEPING HORROR
Buildings Burn and Fall
as Onlookers Search
for Elusive Safety

By SERGE SCHMEMANN

It kept getting worse.
The horror arrived in episodic
bursts of chilling disbelief, signified
first by trembling floors, sharp eruptions, cracked windows. There was
the actual unfathomable realization
of a gaping, flaming hole in first one
of the tall towers, and then the same
thing all over again in its twin. There
was the merciless sight of bodies
helplessly tumbling out, some of
them in flames.
Finally, the mighty towers themselves were reduced to nothing.
Dense plumes of smoke raced
through the downtown avenues,
coursing between the buildings,
shaped like tornadoes on their sides.
Every sound was cause for alarm.
A plane appeared overhead. Was another one coming? No, it was a fighter jet. But was it friend or enemy?
People scrambled for their lives, but
they didn’t know where to go. Should
they go north, south, east, west? Stay
outside, go indoors? People hid beneath cars and each other. Some
contemplated jumping into the river.
For those trying to flee the very
epicenter of the collapsing World
Trade Center towers, the most horrid thought of all finally dawned on
them: nowhere was safe.
For several panic-stricken hours
yesterday morning, people in Lower
Manhattan witnessed the inexpressible, the incomprehensible, the unthinkable. ‘‘I don’t know what the
gates of hell look like, but it’s got to
be like this,’’ said John Maloney, a
security director for an Internet firm
in the trade center. ‘‘I’m a combat
veteran, Vietnam, and I never saw
anything like this.’’
The first warnings were small
ones. Blocks away, Jim Farmer, a
film composer, was having breakfast
at a small restaurant on West Broadway. He heard the sound of a jet. An
odd sound — too loud, it seemed, to be

Hijackers rammed jetliners into each of New York’s World Trade
Center towers yesterday, toppling both in a hellish storm of ash, glass,
smoke and leaping victims, while a third jetliner crashed into the
Pentagon in Virginia. There was no official count, but President Bush
said thousands had perished, and in the immediate aftermath the
calamity was already being ranked the worst and most audacious
terror attack in American history.
The attacks seemed carefully coordinated. The hijacked planes
were all en route to California, and therefore gorged with fuel, and
their departures were spaced within an hour and 40 minutes. The first,
American Airlines Flight 11, a Boeing 767 out of Boston for Los
Angeles, crashed into the
north tower at 8:48 a.m.
Eighteen minutes later,
United Airlines Flight 175,
also headed from Boston to
Los Angeles, plowed into the
south tower.
Then an American Airlines Boeing 757, Flight 77,
left Washington’s Dulles International Airport bound
for Los Angeles, but instead
hit the western part of the
Pentagon, the military
headquarters where 24,000
people work, at 9:40 a.m.
Finally, United Airlines
Kelly Guenther for The New York Times
Flight 93, a Boeing 757 flying from Newark to San SECOND PLANE United Airlines Flight 175
Francisco, crashed near nearing the trade center’s south tower.
Pittsburgh, raising the possibility that its hijackers had failed in whatever their mission was.
There were indications that the hijackers on at least two of the
planes were armed with knives. Attorney General John Ashcroft told
reporters in the evening that the suspects on Flight 11 were armed
that way. And Barbara Olson, a television commentator who was
traveling on American Flight 77, managed to reach her husband,
Solicitor General Theodore Olson, by cell phone and to tell him that the
hijackers were armed with knives and a box cutter.
In all, 266 people perished in the four planes and several score
more were known dead elsewhere. Numerous firefighters, police
officers and other rescue workers who responded to the initial disaster
in Lower Manhattan were killed or injured when the buildings collapsed. Hundreds were treated for cuts, broken bones, burns and
smoke inhalation.
But the real carnage was concealed for now by the twisted,
smoking, ash-choked carcasses of the twin towers, in which thousands
of people used to work on a weekday. The collapse of the towers caused
another World Trade Center building to fall 7 hours later, and several
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A Somber Bush
Says Terrorism
Cannot Prevail

Awaiting the Aftershocks

By N. R. KLEINFIELD

Steve Ludlum

By R. W. APPLE Jr.

By ELISABETH BUMILLER
with DAVID E. SANGER
WASHINGTON, Sept. 11 — President Bush vowed tonight to retaliate
against those responsible for today’s
attacks on New York and Washington, declaring that he would ‘‘make
no distinction between the terrorists
who committed these acts and those
who harbor them.’’
‘‘These acts of mass murder were
intended to frighten our nation into
chaos and retreat, but they have
failed,’’ the president said in his first
speech to the nation from the Oval
Office. ‘‘Our country is strong. Terrorist acts can shake the foundation
of our biggest buildings, but they
cannot touch the foundation of America.’’
His speech came after a day of
trauma that seems destined to define
his presidency. Seeking to at once
calm the nation and declare his determination to exact retribution, he
told a country numbed by repeated
scenes of carnage that ‘‘these acts
shattered steel, but they cannot dent
the steel of American resolve.’’
Mr. Bush spoke only hours after
returning from a zigzag course
across the country, as his Secret
Service and military security teams
moved him from Florida, where he
woke up this morning expecting to
press for his education bill, to command posts in Louisiana and Nebraska before it was determined the attacks had probably ended and he
could safely return to the capital.
It was a sign of the catastrophic
Continued on Page A4

Washington and Nation Plunge Into Fight
With Enemy Hard to Identify and Punish

Justin Lane for The New York Times

Paul Hosefros/The New York Times

A ball of fire exploded outward after
the second of two jetliners slammed into the World Trade
Center; less than two hours later, both of the 110-story
towers were gone. Hijackers crashed a third airliner into
the Pentagon, setting off a huge explosion and fire.

AMERICAN TARGETS

Ruth Fremsen/The New York Times

WASHINGTON, Sept. 11 — Today’s devastating and astonishingly
well-coordinated attacks on the
World Trade Center towers in New
York and on the Pentagon outside of
Washington plunged the
nation into a warlike
News
Analysis struggle against an enemy that will be hard to
identify with certainty
and hard to punish with precision.
The whole nation — to a degree the
whole world — shook as hijacked
airliners plunged into buildings that
symbolize the financial and military
might of the United States. The sense
of security and self-confidence that
Americans take as their birthright
suffered a grievous blow, from which
recovery will be slow. The aftershocks will be nearly as bad, as hundreds and possibly thousands of people discover that friends or relatives
died awful, fiery deaths.
Scenes of chaos and destruction
evocative of the nightmare world of
Hieronymus Bosch, with smoke and
debris blotting out the sun, were carried by television into homes and
workplaces across the nation. Echoing Franklin D. Roosevelt’s description of the attack on Pearl Harbor as
an event ‘‘which will live in infamy,’’
Gov. George E. Pataki of New York,
a Republican, spoke of ‘‘an incredible outrage’’ and Senator Charles E.
Schumer of New York, a Democrat,
spoke of ‘‘a dastardly attack.’’
But mere words were inadequate
vessels to contain the sense of shock
and horror that people felt.
As Washington struggled to regain

a sense of equilibrium, with warplanes and heavily armed helicopters crossing overhead, past and
present national security officials
earnestly debated the possibility of a
Congressional declaration of war —
but against precisely whom, and in
what exact circumstances? Warships were maneuvering to protect
New York and Washington. The
North American Air Defense Command, which had seemed to many a
relic of the cold war, adopted a posContinued on Page A24

MORE ON THE ATTACKS
RESCUERS BECOME VICTIMS
Firefighters who rushed to the trade cenPAGE A2
ter were killed.
SEARCH FOR SURVIVORS Some people trapped in the rubble for hours
PAGE A2
were rescued.
OFFICIALS SUSPECT BIN LADEN

Eavesdropping intercepts after the
PAGE A21
attacks were cited.
TERRORISTS EXPLOIT WEAKNESS Investigators had criticized precauPAGE A17
tions against hijacking.
CASUALTIES IN WASHINGTON An unknown number of people were killed
PAGE A5
at the Pentagon.
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